HAMSTER CARE

HAMSTERS ARE NOCTURNAL ANIMALS who live for about two or three years. They are very frisky and can easily escape from a cage that isn’t closed securely. Their eyesight isn’t very good, so they can fall off tables while running around loose. Hamsters are known to bite if they’re not used to being handled or if they’re mistreated. They also tend to nip when awakened during the day.

Children under the age of six should not be allowed to handle these fragile animals, and those over six should be supervised by an adult.

Housing

Hamsters should be kept in a wire cage or a 10-gallon aquarium that has a wire-mesh top. The enclosure should be placed away from direct sunlight or drafts and lined with absorbent bedding or some other form of safe litter. Timothy hay is a good choice. Avoid using pine or cedar chips, because the fumes from these products can be harmful to the animal. Be sure to change the litter often enough to keep it dry and odor-free.

Hamsters like to play, so give them an exercise wheel to use and/or allow them to run around outside of their cage for a supervised period of time each day. Remember to keep them in one room that’s been checked carefully for any openings from which the hamsters can escape, get lost and possibly meet with some harm. Hamsters also like to hide and sleep inside enclosed spaces, so it’s a good idea to place a small box inside their cage. They love crawling through tubes, which can be homemade or bought in pet supply stores.

Diet

Offer your pet hamster mix, which contains seeds, grains, cracked corn and pellets and is available at many pet-supply stores. You should supplement his diet with fresh grains, sunflower seeds and nuts (not too many, please, as these are high in fat), alfalfa pellets, and fresh fruits and vegetables such as spinach, lettuce and apples. Be sure to clean up any leftover fresh food before it spoils.

Fresh, clean water should be available at all times. It is best to use an inverted bottle with a drinking tube, which should be changed daily.

Hamsters like to carry food in pouches in their mouths and then store it in the corners of their cage, so always be sure to check the corners for any hidden stashes when cleaning.

General Care

Don’t forget your weekly housekeeping duties! Remove and replace the bedding, and scrub the bottom of the cage with hot, soapy water.
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Hamsters’ teeth grow continuously, just like those of all other rodents. So it is very important that they be given a piece of wood that they can gnaw on and wear their teeth down with. Ideally, you should try to provide a twig that has not been treated with pesticides, other chemicals or paints. Pieces of dog biscuit are great for this purpose as well.

Djungarian and Siberian hamsters like to live in pairs, and Chinese hamsters also enjoy company. However, if two or more Syrians are kept together, fighting will break out. Syrian hamsters must live alone. Since hamsters multiply rapidly, keeping males and females in the same cage together is not recommended.

Hamsters generally live healthy lives, but they have been known to catch colds from people. A hamster who is ill should be seen by a veterinarian as soon as possible.

For more information, please visit www.azhumane.org
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